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A
ABSTRACT
This report describes the design approach and the final configu-
ration of an experimental device to permit rapid analysis of cloud image
sequences generated by synchronous meteorological satellites.
A self-contained console includes a film input station, a television
camera, 1000 frames of video disc memory, video mixing controls, and a
television display. Electronic cursors permit digital readout of x and
ydisplacements of identifiable cloud elements relative to a reference
grid. Numerous display options, including time-lapse, variable magnifi-
cation, and frame-to-frame differencing are provided to help a
meteorologist operator identify and track specific cloud elements.
Other types of graphic material, e.g. charts, contours, and grit+ s, can
be entered and merged with the cloud images for comparative study. The
equipment design is expandable to include data input from digital tapes
and immediate feedback of processed results via an associated on-line
digital computer.
Examples of meteorological satellite imagery processed through the
console are included.
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I INTRODUCTION
1'lic work of Fujita * ' t and others has vividly demonstrated the po-
tential of the technique of viewing enlarged sections from Applied
Technology Satellite image sequences in faster-than-real-time or "time-
lapse" form. In spite of the considerable effort and cost expended to
prepare carefully edited movies, almost any meteorologist viewing the
films feels the urge to control the projector to emphasize or repe9t
sequences of particular interest to him. There also remains the problem
of how to derive meaningful quantitative measurements of cloud motions
from the films.
Experiments at SRI* during 1967 with a primitive electronic scanning i
storage system using components at hand provided considerable encourage-
ment that by including the meteorologist viewer in the feedback loop and
by providing additional capabilities not readily achievable through
photography, the meteorological usefulness of the synchronous satellite
cloud pictures could be greatly enhanced.
T. Fujita, U. L. Bradbury, C. 1lurino, and L. Hull, "A Study of Mesoscale
Cloud Motions Computed from ATS-1 and Terrestrial Photographs." S11RP
Research Paper 71, University of Chicago, Chicago, Illinois (1968).
' T. T. Fujita, K. Watanable, and T. Izawa, "Formation and Structure of
Equatorial Anticyclones Caused by Large-Scale Cross Equatorial Flows
Determined by ATS-1 Photographs," SNW Research Paper 78, University
of Chicago, Chicago, Illinois (January 1969).
$ S. N. Serebreny, W. E. Evans, R. G. Hadfield, and E. J. Wiegman,
"Detection of Cloud Displacements Using Video 'fecnniques, " Final Report,
Contract E-167-67-(N), SRI Project 6672, Stanford Research Institute,
Menlo Park, California (September 1967).
E
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In the present project an experimental electronic instrument was
designed and constructed to realize these concepts in a form suitable for
actual use in meteorological research and for the extraction of quanti-
tative data on cloud motion from synchronous satellite records.
In addition to the meteorological applications it is interesting to
note that experience has shown that the concept has considerable po-
tential for use in many other areas where the rapid recall and comparison
or graphical data is required, particularly where these data can be
studied dynamically using; the 'time-lapse' principle.
n
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II OBJECTIVE
The objective of this project was to design and fabricate a console
to permi.t the application of electronic scanning, storage, display, and
data-processing techniques to the analysis of cloud imagery from Applied
Technology Satellites.
3
III SMIARY
A console for analyzing cloud imagery obtained via ATS synchronous
satellites has been constructed. The equipment includes a precision film
input station, a television camera fitted with zoom optics, two magnetic
video disc memory units capable of variable-rate playback from a total
storage capacity of l000 'fV frames, versatile video mixing onto a TV
display screen, and mc-an3 for obtaining accurate digital readout of the
locations of individual cloud elements within thr> picture display. The
console employs state-of-the-art video techniques but does not necessarily
use lop-of-the-line components, since it was desired to investigate re-
sults that could be obtained with a relativel y modest investment.
Considerable design emphasis was placed on making operation of
equipment simple and natural so that a meteorologist/ue;er can concentrate
on analysis and data gathering while using the system.
The final equipment configuration, the design philosophy, and the
operating procedure are described.
A section discusses initial meteorological usage of the console,
including t'e features of zoom, time-lapse, frame-to-frame differencing,
and mixed-image matching.
Suggestions are included for future improvements and for other
applications.
4
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IV DESCRIPTION OF THE EQUIPMENT
A. Phy sical Description
The basic sy stem consists of three separate but interconnected units
as pictured in Figurc 1. On the right is the input TV scanner, which
consists of a quality Vidicon camera mounted on a heavy pedestal so as
to view back-lighted photographic transparencies held by vacuum on a
precision x, y, 0 positioning table.
In the center is the console proper, which contains two magnetic
disc meri,ories, a television picture display, a video waveform monitor,
and numerous functionally-grouped controls for mixing and manipulating
the displayed images.
On the left is a Model 33 ASR Teletypewriter and paper-tape punch,
which provides both hard copy and machine-readable logging of data ob-
tained by the operator.
On a separate cart is a color-television monitor, which can be con-
nected to the system to permit up to three different images to be super-
imposed in a three-color display.
i	 Figure 2 is a photograph showing how the major operating controls
are grouped around the display screen. Controls for searching and record-
ing on the A disc are in a vertical column at the left. A nearly identical
set of controls for the B disc is at the right.
Controls of contrast and polarity, wiiich are used to mix video signals
from any of the four possible video sources onto the display screen, are
located under the center of the screen. Size and position controls for
5
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the x and y readout cursors are at the bottom corners of the display, and
the associated digital readouts appear on Nixie tubes near the upper corners.
B. Performance Specifications
Overall performance specifications of the system are summarized in
Table I.
Table
GENERAL PERFORMANCE SPECIFICATIONS
Scanning standards: Broadcast TV.	 525 lines/frame,
30 frames/s.,	 2:1 interlace
Video disc storage capacity: 1Dwo discs, mechanically coupled together,
but separately addressable.	 Each con-
I
tains 500 tracks (frames).
Display horizontal resolu- Approximately 350 picture elements (gels)
tion: per picture width. 	 Limited by the video
disc memory.
Gray-scale capability: Determined chiefly by the signal-to-noise
ratio obtainable from the video recorder
(specified at 40 dB).	 With care,	 all
10 steps of the gray scale on a standard
TV test pattern can be resolved.
Picture slewing rate: Variable.	 0 to 15 frames/s, either di-
rection.
Sources available for simul- = Video from	 A disc
taneous display: ± Video from B disc
* Video from camera
f Cursor
Cursor resolution: 330 steps horizontally,
490 steps vertically
Source image size required 5 X 7 mm.
to	 fill display screen at
maximum camera zoom:
Positioning repeatability for
source transparencies (film) ^_ 	 0.001 inch.
.f
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C. Design Details
1. System Block Diagram
Figure 3 is a block diagram showing the functional interconnections
between major system components. Sections of this diagram will be dis-
cussed in detail in the following paragraphs.
2. Film Holders and Transport
Two separate film -holding stations are provided ( see Figure 4).
Uniform back-lighting for the transparencies is provided by "Aristo"
cold-cathode grid lamps and opal glass diffusers.
In the lower film station, the piece of plate glass that defines
the image plane is surrounded by a narrow slot leading into a plenum,
which is ducted to a small vacuum pump.
This system permits the operator to position the image film gently
against a guide rail and a post, using both hands. When the film is
released, it seals against the vacuum slot and is flattened firmly and
accurately against the backlighted glass plate.
'File upper image station is provided with spring -clip hold-downs
since it normally is used to hold glass -plate or film grids or other ref-
erence images that are changed only infrequently.
The two image planes are mounted precisely 90 0 to each other, and a
30 percent reflecting, 60 percent transmitting ( 10 percent loss), beam-
splitter mirror positioned at 45° is used to optically superimpose the
two images in Front of the TV camera. The lower film station can be
translated -^ 0.5 inch in x and y or rotated t 10° by means of micrometer
adjustments which are proviaed with easy- to-read digital dials.
Both film stations, together with the 45' mirror, are affixed to an
aluminum carriage that can travel ± 3 inches in x and/or y by means of
9
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FIGURE 4 FILM HOLDERS AND TRANSPORT
precision linear-motion ball bearings riding on ground 1/2-inch steel
rods. This motion permits rapid "panning" to a particular geographicril
area without disturbing the critical x, y, and 0 registration settings.
The entire assembly just described is held to the camera table by
a large, knurled-handled bolt which serves two purposes:
(1) It permits the registered images to be rotated in front of
the camera so that the equator line is parallel to the
TV scanning lines (and to the x cursor direction), thus
simplifying some of the readout measurements, and
(2) It permits the film-holding and registration assembly to
be easily removed from the console system.
Removal of the film assembly sometimes is desirable in order to per-
form the registration operations "off line' s using purely optical means;
i.e., a magnifying glass or a zoom microscope. Removal is also necessary
whenever the system is to be used for viewing subject material larger
than 4 X 5-inch transparencies. 	 -
Controls are provided to alternately extinguish first one, then the
other of the two illuminators at a rate adjustable between zero and
15 transitions per second. The resulting flicker effect is useful in
achieving registration of the two images, whether the result is being
viewed directly or through the TV system.
3. TV Camera
The television camera employed is a COHU Model 3203, manufactured
by COHU Electronics, San Diego, California. Manufacturer's specifica-
tions are given in Appendix A.
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It operates on the U.S, commercial standards of 525 lines, 30 frames,
60 fields (2:1 interlace), has a video bandwidth of 10 nlHz, and is fitted
with the following options.
(1) Internal synchronizing generator
(2)4-position lens turret
(3) 8507 Vidicon tube.
No modifications were made to the camera system other than to provide
for synchronization to an external 31.5-kHz timing source and to provide
more positive detents for the lens turret. In the future, however, it
would be desirable to provide external access to certain internal controls,
for example, the vertical raster size adjustment.
Since most standard TV camera lenses--particularly zoom types--do not
work well or at all at very short viewing distances, or with magnifica-
tions near 1:1, a large auxiliary lens is used to optically translate the
source images to infinity. This lens is a 7-inch f/2.5 Aero Ektar posi-
tioned 7 inches from the film plane(s). In order to minimize vignetting
in the corners of full-earth (minimum magnification) views, it was found
preferable to mount the lens with its back end toward the infinity image,
i.e. 180 reversed from its design orientation, but this does not appear
to degrade the system resolution.
With the auxiliary lens in place, any of a large number of standard
to  mount" TV or 16-nun movie lenses are possible, subject only to the con-
dition that their input pupil not be larger than the bundle of rays exit-
ing from the Ektar auxiliary lens.
The overall system magnification is governed by the ratio of the
focal length of the objective lens in use to the focal length of the aux-
iliary Ektar (7-inch). The distance between the Vidicon and the auxiliary
lens is not critical, so use of a camera lens turret becomes practical.
13
The combination of objective lenses selected to be supplied with the con-
sole is Riven in 'fable II,
Table II
CAMERA LENS FACTORS
Lens
Setti„g Field Coverage (mm)
Focal Length
mm(
) Distance F-Number Horizontal Vertical
Vidicor Zoom'` 20 cc 5.5 87 87	 (circle)
100 m 5,5 20.2 16
150 mm 1'var t 150 .F 5,6 14 10
150 mm Yvar
plus 2x Extender t 150 X 2 4.0 7 5
Notes: * Vidicor 'Loom, manual, 20-100 mm, f/2.5
t Kern Paillard Yvar, 150 mm AR, f/4.0
* Canon zoom extender, Type 2xA
4. Video Disc Memories
The basic memory units used in the cloud console are two Model 1005
magnetic disc recorders manufactured by MVR Corporation (now NIVR division
of Data Memory, Inc., of Mountain View, California). The manufacturer's
description and specifications for the machine are included as Appendix B.
The two machines were rigidly mounted, one above the -ther, to a
welded aluminum framework that mates with sliding shelf brackets in the
console (see Figure 5). The two rotating assemblies were mechanically
joined by a shaft coupling designed to be slightly flexible in axial
alignment, but quite stiff with respect to torsional play. Thus the two
units behave essentially as one dual-disc recorder. Either of the two
I
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original do motors is capable of driving; both discs, but best speed sta-
bility occurs when both motors are used and are controlled via a common
servo control signal. By shifting the balance of power supplied to the
two motors, it is possible to twist the inter-disc coupling; by the few
tens of microradians required to shift an image read from one disc a few
picture elements sideways with respect to the image read from the other
disc. A control for effecting this shift is provided so that the pic-
tures may be intentionally misphased for correlation studies. Sideways
,jitter of the B image relative to A during normal operation is ,just
under f 1 picture element (± 160 ns in time). "Phis is more than could
be desired, but appears tolerable for most applications.
A number of modifications to the standard Videodisc 100S recorders
were made in order to adapt them to the needs of the console. The most
significant changes are described below.
(1) A separate, fixed-position, read/write head and its associated
record and playback electronics were added to the A (upper)
disc for use as the primary source of synchronization.
(2) A shaft extension and drive sprockets were added to the head-
motion lead screws in order to obtain remote indication of the
track numbers on front-panel counters.
(3) The circuitry controlling transfer from record to playback
was simplified in order to facilitate remote control. A single
flip-flop is nom- used to generate an EE/P1.A1' gate that is used
wherever transfer is required. Transfer is initiated by tog-
gling the flip-flop into the desired state from any of several
control pulse sources.
(•i) The original LIGHT LOGIC boards were eliminated. The required
indicator lamps are now controlled directly from the main
EE/PLAY control line.
(5) connectors were added to supply +12V and -12V to other cir-
cuits in the console.
IL
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(6) Separate EXTERNAL SYNC INPUT connectors were supplied, and
a transfer switch (located on the SERVO I c,.rd) was added to
each unit to permit synchronizing either externally or to the
60-cycle power line.
(7) Auxiliary VIDEO INPUT -42 connectors were supplied, and a trans-
fer relay (located on the VIDEO INPUT AMPLIFIER card) was added
to each unit to permit recording from either of t<+ •o video
sources.
(8) Elapsed Time meters (5000-hr full-scale) were added to indicate
the time the record/playback heads accumulate while in contact
with the disc.
(9) The head-stepping control circuitry was modified slightly in
order to provide for remote (console panel) control and, more
importantly, to provide rapid, yet positive, single-step manual
operation in addition to the variable-speed automatic stepping
normally supplied by INR'R.
5. Video Mixing Controls
Control of the composite picture that appears on the TV screen is
achieved kith a four-channel mixing amplifier and associated control panel.
The bask building block for the mixing amplifier is a Motorola 15456 in-
integrated-circuit video amplifier having two differential inputs and one
single-ended input. A special feature of this amplifier is the fact that
the gain of both sections can be controlled via a do potential, the gain
of the B section smoothly increasing while the gain of the A section
smoothly decreases. This permits the use of simple do switches and po-
tentiometers on a remote front panel instead of the more elaborate coaxial
switching gear that otherwise %-ould be required. Ten of these amplifier
pairs are used on the VIDEO MIXER card to control the amount and polarity
of video signal taken from the camera, the A disc, the B disc, or the
cursor, and to insert an adjustable- le•. ,el blanking pedestal. Tne pedestal
is required so that picture margins and retrace will be black, regardless
of whether positive or negative images are being displayed.
17
6. TV Display
The principal display device is a solid-state, 1 7 -inch TV picture
monitor Model TV 1711 manufactured by Miratel, Inc., St. Paul, Minnesota.
Manufacturer's specifications for this unit are given in Appendix C.
7. Disc/Camera Synchronization
In any television system that involves sequential scanning, proper
operation of the system depends upon having the moving spot on the display
well-synchronized with the scanning spot in the camera. If they are nut,
small errors show up as geometric distortions in the reproduced picture,
r	 and gross errors result in completely unrecognizable hash. For the cloud
study console, there are the additional requirements that images read
from the disc be capable of being registered with those from the camera,
and that readings taken from the x and y cursors be precise and repeatable.
Since video data streams read from the disc are subject to slight
rate fluctuations due to varying frictional losses and mechanical reso-
nances, some system for locking the inertialess electronic portions of
the system to the reproduced disc video was required.
Tne method chosen was to provide a high-frequency pilot t,:..ie on a
separate disc track, completely dedicated to synchronization. This track
is located near the inner useful radius of the A disc. The prerecorded
signal is a 3.15-NTI[z sine wave that closes on itself after one disc revo-
lution (33.3 milliseconds), or 105,000 cy-les.
This frequency is 100 times 31.5 kHz, which is the frequency of the
basic timing oscillator in the television-synchronizing generator. Thus
by counting down to 31.5 kHz and using the resulting signal as a sub-
stitute for the usual camera oscillator, it is possible to obtain from
the camera-synchronizing generator the normal complex of blanking,
18
synchronizing, and equalizing pulses without the requirement for having
to store them on the disc.
There remains, however, the problem of phasing. Unless the start
of scan of line 1 in the camera is precisely in time phase with the read-
out of picture element number 1 from the disc, the two pictures, while
both recognizable, will not reproduce in register. In the initial design
of the system, it was intended to obtain most of the required phasing in-
formation from the magnetic wheel tachometer used in the servo loop for
the disc drive motor. Initial tests had indicated that timing derived
in this way would be stable to within one cycle of the pilot track, so
no ambiguities would result. In later, more extended operation of the
system an annoying tendency for the loop to jump back and forth by one
pilot cycle was observed. Consequently, the design was modified so that
now the "once-around" timing reference from the disc is obtained from a
short (approximately 2-µs) gap in the signal from the pilot track.
In order that the intentionally-introduced "once-around" gap and
any unwanted dropouts not introduce timing errors, a flywheel circuit
consisting of a 3.15-NUiz phase-locked oscillator is used between the
pilot Lrack read amplifier and the countdown circuits. The time constant
of the phase-locked loop is fast enough to permit the oscillator to fol-
lox normal disc speed fluctuations, but slow enough to enable it to coast
over any short interruptions in the signal.
After initial turn-on, and occasionally following a severe line
transient, the disc signal will be out of phase with the camera signal.
Rephasing is accomplished automatically by a circuit that monitors the
relative timing of the disc "once-around' I pulse and a timing pulse de-
rived from the camera sync generator at the exact beginning of a picture
frame. If the disc pulse is late, a gate is opened briefly during the
vertical retrace interval and one or more pilot pulses are deleted from
19
the pulse train going to the countdown circuit. This action has the
effect of shifting the disc image to the left relative to the camera
image. If the disc pulse is early, an extra pulse is introduced into
the train and the disc image is shifted to the right.
Actually, since it is very difficult to generate a pilot track that
closes on itself with precisely the right number of total cycles
(105,000.0 in our case), we record a track with two or three extra cycles
per revolution. Then during the phasing period just described, which
occurs once per frame, the extra pulses are routinely deleted. Deleting
more pulses than normal shifts the disc picture to the left, and deleting
fewer pulses than normal shifts the picture to the right.
8. Cursor Generator
Two cursors or electronic crosshairs are used to specify particular
locations on the displayed picture for reference or measurement. The
y cursor is a horizontal line or band whose upper edge can be positioned
along any one of the 490 active raster lines by means of concentric
coarse and fine adjustment knobs. These knobs control a do voltage that
is applied to a digital panel meter that has both visual and electrical
readout over the range from 0 to 490, A binary-coded-decimal counter is
used to count scanning lines in the raster as they are displayed (making
due allowance for the effect of the 2:1 line interlace). The binary-
coded-decimal output of the y panel meter and the output of the line
counter are continually compared, and whenever coincidence occurs a strobe
pulse is generated that can be used to whiten or blacken the display for
one or more lines.
Thu x cursor is generated in a similar manner. The 3.15-Mliz pilot
tone is rectified to obtain 6.30-MHz timing marks rigidly locked to the
disc playback--precisely 400 of them per horizontal scan period. A
20
binary-coded-decimal counter is reset at the beginning of each scan line
and counts pilot pulses along the line. Whenever this counter reaches
coincidence with the number preset into the x panel meter by means of the
x cursor controls, a short strobe pulse is generated that can be used to
display a white or black vertical cursor line. Permanent records of the
x and y cursor settings can be made at any time by activating the Teletype
printout circuits.
Ten-position step switches are used to control the width of the
x and y cursors, and another switch allows only the intersection of the
two cursors to be displayed. The resulting variable-area patch provides
a means for estimating the size of cloud masses and for tracking their
growth or diminution.
9. Teletype Printout
The teletype printout circuits occupy four cards in the card cage,
-in(]control is effected by means of a narrow strip of stitches and push
buttons on the console front panel.
A complete printout has the following format:
XXX , YYY, x , y , CL
where
XXX = three-digit number representing X cursor location
YYY = three-digit number ^•epresenting Y cursor location
x = one-digit number representing x cursor size
y = one-digit number representing y cursor size
, = comma, separating items in a list
C = carriage return
L = line feed.
F
fi
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Any of the five sections of the format can be skipped by operating
the corresponding switch on the Format Control Panel. The printout cir-
cuitry is composed of five sections:
(1) A Bit Sequencer (BS), which generates the 11-unit serial
code sequence for transmission of Teletype characters accord-
ing to the ASCII code.
(2) A Character Sequencer (CS), which is a four-stage shift reg-
ister controlling the 1 to 4-character groups within the
format.
(3) A Format Sequencer (FS), which is a five-stage shift register
controlling printout of the selected one-to-five-group se-
quences that make up the complete record.
(4) A Serializer, which is a matrix of gates controlled by the
CS, the BS, and the FS in such a way as to sample the various
data registers to generate the desired serial output bit
string.
(5) A Character Mixer section, which is essentially a wired
memory prearranged to supply codes for comma, line feed, and
carriage return functions.
To initiate printout of a record, the operator depresses the PRINTOUT
push button located on the Format Control Panel.
10. Video Waveform Monitor
A Tektronix Model 453 oscilloscope was provided with the console to
serve both as a maintenance instrument and as a video waveform monitor
during normal operation. For complex trouble-shooting tasks, the unit
can be completely removed from its niche and located where most needed.
For most routine measurements the scope need not be removed since its
probes will easily reach all front-panel test points and both sides of
the card cage.
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Normally, it is left connected to display the waveform of the video
signal being supplied to the picture monitor. A pulse obtained from the
y cursor circuit is used to activate the secondary time base so that,
when desired, the waveform for only the single picture line indicated
by the cursor (and its associated digital readout) will be displayed.
'rhe sy stem then functions as a microdensitometer and presents a brightness
profile along any line in the picture display. rhis feature is often use-
ful to the meteorologist in comparing the relative brightnesses of dif-
rerent cloud elements.
11. Color Monitor
A Sony Model KV 121OU 12-inch color-television receiver is provided
to permit experimentation with the use of color fringing to emphasize
cloud motions. This set was selected because its unique "Trinatron"
picture tube yields excellent color registration and detail contrast, and
because its circuit permits simple access to separate video inputs for
the red, green, and blue sections of the tube. Initially, the only modi-
fication has been to provide input connectors for red, green, and blue
video, and for raster synchronization. Temporary video "patches" are
made as required to the outputs of the camera and the disc recorders to
permit any of these images to be displayed in any of the primary colors.
Should experience prove the color feature to be valuable, more elaborate
taps from the Video Mixing Panel can be added later.
4
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V OPERATIONAL ASPECTS
A. Registration
Meteorological studies to date using the console have been concerned
with the evaluation of cloud displacements and their relation to the wind
flow. Probably the most essential element in this application is pia.:ise
positional registration through a series of data frames.
For studies of cloud photographs, the input data normally has been
1 x 5-inch positive transparencies of the full-earth disc obtained via
spin-scan camera systems aboard either ATS I or ATS III. These pictures
are positionally registered and stored on the memory disc.
Unfortunately, even though the pictures are taken from nominally
geosynchronous orbit, there is sufficient position and attitude drift in
the satellite that the mere use of the original film borders or fiducial
marks for registration is not adequate to prevent a significant amount
of frame-to-frame ,jitter of fixed points on the earth's surface. There-
fore, for precision work careful registration of the terrain features is
necessary.
'rhe exact method of accomplishing this registration depends upon
the specific application and upon the source image quality and content.
Ilasical.ly , however, it is clone by comparing identifiable land features
in a given frame with some reference either to a properly scaled outline
map or to another image of the same series using the dual-input flicker-
lighted optical systems described in Section IV-C-2 and manipulating x,
2.1
y, and theta micropositioners to obtain the best coincidence between the
two. The comparison can be made using one of the following methods:
(1) By direct viewing of the source transparencies through
the beamsplitter,
(2) By viewing through the beamsplitter with some purely
optical aid--a simple magnifying lens or a stereozoom
microscope, or
(3) By viewing the TV camera console display, using the
flicker to ,judge when the comparison frames have been
brought into coincidence.
Method 2, using the stereozoom microscope, provides very accurate
results, particularly when the source transparencies are colored, but
Method 3, using the TV system, is the most rapid and appears adequate
for most applications.
Ideally, this registration procedure must be done only once for
each transparency. A set of x, y, and theta numbers for each picture
can be recorded for later use if desired. Positioning of the trans-
parencies against edge guides on the vacuum frame has been found repeat-
able to within t 0.001 inch. The entire film-holding assembly--including 	 i
both active and reference images, lights, micropositioners, etc.--can
then be moved as a single unit to achieve translation in latitude and/or
longitude without disturbing the index settings.
If small corrections are later foLtn , . necessary to improve regis-
tration in specific geographic regions, they can be achieved by altering
the micropositioner settings--a feature not possible if registration
holes had been punched in the film.
Since the memoryldisplay combination does not have the capability
of displaying at one time all of the data contained in even one of the
full ATS pictures (containing at least 2000 x 2000 picture elements),
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an initial filtering is accomplished by the operator choosing a particu-
lar geographical region of interest and zooming it to a convenient scale,
before recording a sequence of images onto the video disc memory.
B. Use of Console Capability io Meteorology
Four examples from ATS-III cloud photographs for 12 April 1968 are
presented that illustrate some of the console capabilities of major im-
portance to meteorological usa ge--magnification, time-lapse, frame-to-
frame differencing, and mixed-image matching.
1. Magnification
Generally, a relatively lar ge image size has been found valuable
in the visualization of the textural characteristics of cloud cover, as
well as in the detection of very small cloud elements. Up to a point
this statement holds in spite of the increased visibility of source image
artifacts and scanning patterns in the enlarged picture. 1'he identifi-
cation of the textural conditions can be of vital importance to photo-
graphic interpretation and meteorological diagnosis, particularly for
studies of cloud cover over small areas or for clouds whose dimensions
are confined to the small scale, e.g. local cumulus development.
Figure 6 illustrates four stages of the variable magnification, or
zoom, capability. The normal zoom range is from lx to 4x, and anN
setting within this range can be used. (We define a 4x zoom to occur
when the horizontal dimension of the displayed picture, regardless of its
absolute size, portrays approximately 2000 miles, or 1/4 of the full
earth diameter.) In the example presented here the cumuliform and broken
character of the well-developed frontal cloud band in the Atlantic be-
comes increasingly evident as the magnification increases Fsee outlined
areas in 6(a) through 6(d)]. Note, also, that the fibrous quality of
certain clouds is made more evident.
if
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(a) FULL EAR T H VIEW , 39x ZOOM FIELD 	 ,D, •.x LOOM VIER , _^ 3x ZOOM FIELD OUTLINED
OUTLINED
(c, Z 3x Z00Y, , L,ti , 39x	 FIEF- OUT-	 (a) 391 ZOOM v EW
FIGURE 6 EXAMPLE OF MAGNIFICATION OF INDICATED AREA
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2. rime-Lapse
Individual clouds motions can easily be distinguished when a series
of ATS frames for a given day are played in time-lapse form. Studies
of cloud motion are useful to establish relationships between cloud motion
and wind flow. Given a sufficient number of cloud motion evaluations,
a flow Field can be generated in areas of sparse data that can be presumed
to be representative of the wind field.
fo obtain a set of cloud motion vectors, a meteorologist operator
places the first transparency of a SL-ies on the vacuum stage, and com-
pares this frame with the reference frame (stored in the vertical holder)
by means of the flicker system. Using the x, y, and g indices, the two
images are brought into coincidence so that no terrain ..iovement is ap-
parent, lie then slews the table to center the geographical region of
interest, and adjusts the camera zoom (optical magnification) to obtain
an appropriate spatial coverage. He then records the image on a track
on one of the discs. This procedure is repeated until each of the re-
maining transparencies of the sequence is recorded onto consecutively
numbered tracks of the disc.
Next, with
cycles back and
obvious lack of
screen. Jerkin
tration errors,
frames.
the disc playback displaye
forth over the tracks just
continuity of cloud motion
ess at this point is a very
and, if any are found, the
1 on the screen, he quickly
recorded and checks fur any
in various parts of the
sensitive indicator of regis-
operator rerecords those
Ile then studies the -loud motions, drawing upon his knowledge of the	 '.
climatology of the area and of the annearance of satellite-viewed clouds
under varying lighting conditions to sort out as a first app:
high-, medium-, and low-level cloud systems and to locate a i
relatively persistent and representative key elements for tr;
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is sometimes useful during this process for the operator to use the dis-
play brightness and contrast controls to temporarily enhance either high-
lights or lower brightness regions in the picture.
After a key cloud element is selected, it may be tracked frame-by-
frame in slow motion through the sequence, using the cursor (electronic
crosshairs) as a pointer if desired. To record the cloud position, the
operator touches a button that triggers a te l et},p ewriter printout of the
x and y cursor coordinates (along with a punched paper cape record) of
the initial and final frames over which the cloud element has been
tracked. At the end of the sequence he also records the display coordi-
nates of several nearby grid line intersections, using either the camera
or a previously stored grid as the image source.
For initial tests, the dual grid of Figure 7 is being used. The
coarse latitude longitude lines are helpful in orientation anti in making
quick estimates of magnitudes and directions of cloud motions. 5`" geo-
graphic grids of this type are available from NASA for each degree of
longitude of the satellite subpoint. The most appropriate grid for the
picture series can be obtained by use of the ATS Meteorological Data
Catalog, which lists the satellite subpoint for each date of viewing.
When these data are not available, a closest-fit method must be employed,
using any disr*ernible landmarks. Precise measurements are made relative
to the finer, rectangular grid; x and y coordinates so obtained are suit-
able for input to ESSA's ATSWIND computer program, which, as a first step,
converts the coordinates into earth locations.
Figures 8 and 9 are two examples of cloud motion evaluaticns. In
Figure 8 (a^ the initial position of the cumulus cloud near the center
of the picture has an x cursor reading of 218 and a y cursor reading of
237. The faint horizontal line just below the cursor results from an
artifact on the film for 1639 GMT. In 8 (b) the cloud has an x cursor
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•	 v	 M	 0	 n	 0	 •	 S	 ^	 U	 V	 •	 i
y! CURSOR	 (x) CURSOR
(a) 1639 GMT
( b) 1849 GMT
FIGURE 8	 CLOUD MOTION—EXAMPLE A (From ATS III, 12 April 1968)
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(y) CURSOR	 "'	 ^ -' P
^o) 1707 GMT
( b) 1937 GMT
FIGURE 9	 CLOUD MOTION -EXAMPLE B (From ATS III, 12 April 1968)
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reading of 225 and a y cursor reading of 254. The elapsed time between
the two pictures is 130 minutes. These data when entered into the
ATSWIND program yield a motion from 3600 at 39 knots (see insert) when
converted to geographical coordinates. Note also that a decrease in
cloud size ..as taken place during the elapsed time.
Figure 9 is a second
lower left of the screen.
are indicated. Note that
tween the two frames (som
motion was computed to be
example of cloud motion using the cloud at the
The appropriate cursor values for each frame
the y value (upper left) did not change be-
t hour and 42 minutes apart). The cloud
2700 , •11 knots ( see insert) .
Another type of cloud motion study is to compare cloud displacements
over or near a station with the conventional wind sounding at that station.
The objective is to identify the appropriate level or levels of the
rawinsonde wind that fit best with the cloud motions. This provides some
means of ,judging the cloud height (and type) on a satellite photograph
that otherwise might be difficult to establish with certainty.
An additional capability using time-lapse mode (not illustrated
herein) is to center on some given cloud in the picture and register this
Cloud in the same position through a series of frames. This highlights
cloud growth or decay and provides a Lagrangian motion of the overall
Cloud field. The ability to use this type of coordinate system may be of
major importance in the investigation of cloud growth rates and changes
in structure. Such a study is currently being conducted at SRI under
NASA Contract NAS5-21086.
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3. Frame-to-Frame Differencing
One of the interesting features of the console is the ability to
highlight the change in cloud displacement, growth, and orientation
through a technique of reversing the polarity of one of two images being
compared and displaying the two images simultaneously--one with the
Clouds in black and the other with the clouds in white.
Figure 10 W. is an illustration of the end product using this tech-
p ique. In this example the earlier of the two frames [ 10 (b)] was reversed
in polarity (but this would be at the option of the operator). As a re-
salt [10 (c)] t!ie advancing edge of the front is highlighted in white,
the area of common cloudiness in grey, and the early cloud position in
black. 'rhe time difference represented is nearly three hours. In ad-
dition to movement of the frontal band itself, this example shows that
there has been substantial movement of virtually all the cloud field in
the frames. Note the black-white pattern toward the bottom and right
side of Figure 10 (c) indicating the movement of the indi v idual cunwliform
elements. Figure 10 (d) shows the same data but in reverse 7olarity to
that in Figure 10 (c).
Using the color monitor, it is possible to display such displacement
in alternating colors of red and green, which will show growth by overlap
of colors and motion by displacement of colors. Using two discs if the
same image sequence is stored on corresponding tracks of both discs, a
positive image from track n of the A disc can be superimposed on a neg-
ative image from track n + 1 of the B disc to yield a bas-relief effect
emphasizing the cloud elements that had moved during the image interval.
Then this difference picture can be viewed in time-lapse by stepping both
discs simultaneously.
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(a) INITIAL FRAME
	 1639 GMT	 (b) FINAL FRAME
	
1837 GMT
it lo
	 1
JT
Ap
(c) DIFFERENCE REVERSING POLARITY
OF 1639 GMT FRAME
(d) DIFFERENCE-REVERSING POLARITY
OF 1837 GMT FRAME
FIGURE 10	 EXAMPLE OF FRAME-TO-FRAME DIFFERENCING
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It desired, a series of composite picture of differences r such as
10 (c)] can be registered on the disc which, when played back in time-
lapse mode, will yield the rate of change of the "differences," both in
space and time. Another capability of meteorological importance is the
ability to expand the width of the cursor lines, thereby creating an area
at the point of their intersection. With this capability it is possible
to measure certain cloud areas or the difference in cloud areas using the
cursors. It is also possible to record in sequence these differences and
measure the differences of these differences, i.e., the second derivative.
-I. liixed-Image Matching
There are circumstances when the meteorological interpretation of
cloud features is aided by reference to other types of data such ab
radar echoes, IR data, refractive indices, etc. A comparison of this
kind of mixed data is available through the use of dual magnetic discs
	
`	
in the console in addition to using the camera display itself. For
	
r	 example, recordings of noncloud data can be recalled to superimpose over
cloud data, or be positioned side-by-side. Video polarity reversal is
also useful when mixing noncloud data with clouds, since the visual
clarity of each type of data can be better retained.
Figure 11 is an example of the superimposition of an 1800 GAIT sur-
face analysis over the cloud field viewed at 1802 GAIT. A comparison of
this sort is useful to verify or adjust the analyzed position of a front
or low-pressure cell. In this example the agreement between front and
cloud band is rather close; also the high-pressure cell is relatively
free of cloud cover. This is only a single time comparison; a more
sophisticated type of comparison would be to superimpose a series of
analyses fitted to a series of cloud pictures or other data, record on a
series of tracks, and play the superimpositions back in time-lapse form,
41
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0GURE 11	 EXAMPLE OF MIXED-IMAGE MATCHING
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e.g. a series of IR analyses could be checked for consistency with the
cloud distributions and/or displacements.
Although the foregoing examples illustrate the more obvious uses to
which the cloud console can be put, new types of data and meteorological
needs will dictate other uses. The principal advantage of the console
to the meteorological community lies in the ability to record and recall
data in rapid fashion and in the many modes that extend the capability
of obtaining more significant interpretation of the data. The cost of
owning and maintaining the electiunic system is small by comparison to
achieving similar effects on movie film (in addition to achieving these
results in a much faster time frame).
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VI SUGGESTIONS FOR FUTURE IMPROVEMENTS
As was pointed out earlier in this report, the design philosophy for
this first model was to achieve a reasonable degree of versatility without
excessive cost or need to go beyond the state of the art.
The following list of suggested improvements includes some items
that were intentionally omitted from the first model, along with other
items that now appear desirable in the light of experience in construction
and initial operation of the present equipment.
The order of presentation is not intended to imply priority.
1. Improve the disc camera synchronization. The present procedure,
as described in Section IV-C-7, relies upon a single event (the trailing
edge of a gap in the pilot track) to specify an instant when the disc
video should be precisely phased with respect to the camera video. This
places a very high degree of reliance upon having a very clean initial
recording at that point, and upon avoiding signal deterioration with age.
Reliability would he significantly improved if more redundancy were used
in specifying this "zero phase" point. That is, the point should bo
determined by some means of averaging over a series of disc pulses or gars.
Maintainability could be significantly improved by adding a built-in
capability for generating the pilot track. Thus far, tracks have been
generated using an assemblage of signal generators, counters, and other
laboratory equipment, and the procedure is quite time-consuming. A
special pilot-recording circuit will become almost mandatory if the
recommendation for a more elaborate synchronizing track is adopted.
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2. Provide small, individual "preview" picture monitors for signals
from the camera and the two discs. This would make it easier for the
operator to interpret whut is being shown, or what could be shown on the
compo-,lte display.
3. Add a higher-quality. wider range, zoom Ions. Ail
15-150 mm lens (10:1 zoom) has been tried and found to give excellent
performance in the system.
4. Add a preset count feature to the controls for cycling through
the stGeat;e tracks. This would make it easier and quicker to obtain
exact repeats of a given sequence.
5. Provide vernier motion controls for the pannin g--that is, the
non-registration--x and y motions of the film table.
G. Extend the x panning rails of the film table far enough to permit
the table to be slowed rapidly under the stereo microscope for close
examination during the rc„istration procedure.
7. Provide electrical dimming of the brightness of the cold-cathode
film lights to supplement the flicker feature now being used.
S. Provide a means for producing brightness contours oil
display.
In addition to the foregoin g; items, all of which are relatively
minor, there remuins the more ambitious goal of providing buffering
facilities and digital-to-analog conversion equipment to permit entry of
pictures from digital and analog tapes and to permit merging of computer-
generated graphics with the cloud display.
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Appeadix A
SPECIFICATION SHEET FOR COHU 3200 SERIES CAMERAS
A-1
KZCEDING PAGE BLANK NOT FILMED.
O AT•$meE r 4-)! , ­ -e)i
COHU's 3200 series vidicon television cameras contain
modular solid state circuitry for all video onginalinp funs
tions.	 A closed-circuit television system is completed by
connecting the 2200 series amera to a video monitor with
a single coaxial cable.
Optional video bandw dths - 10 megahertz through 20 mega
heft: - and a selection of scanning patterns - 525 lines
through 945 lines - present a choice of I•„rizontal and
vertical resolution combinations.
C^-Dr
The plug in circuitry of COHU's 3000 series cameras and
3900 series camera controls are combined in the 3200
series with funct ondl mechanical design to obtain maximum
vers , tilily and flexibility ar,d to permit common spare parts
provisioning for systems of both series
Scannwg rate may be changed or accessories added with a
minimum of installation time.	 Controls on the installed
circuit assemblies are pi,: !Wed ag., st accidental move
cent by the quick access rear door. A panel switch below
the door contains the power-and-signal input-output connec-
for. switch. pilot lamp. video out p ut connec'rrs. and optical
focus control.
The camera accepts 16 mm "C" mount zoom lenses and
sense! M fixed focal length.
VIEWFINDER
COHU's extremely functior3l solid-state viewfinder camera
is a compact. lightweignt assembly which combines the
modular miniaturized circuitry of the basic 3200 series
camera with the smallest practical viewfinder monitor. Two
separate units fo;m the overall viewfinder camera These
are easii; disasse^bled when viewfinder applicalious are
not requires'
Th) viewfinder features a .moked-filter safet-, gl- , ss and
a 5-inch 10-degree aluminized picture tube. All operating
controls are at the right of the screen. just above the
camera-nperatinv con',ols. A lalw I.ghl is located uii the
top near the front of the unit. An auxiliary tally light inside
the camera is visible through an access opening in the door.
View f inder circuitry is all Solid state. exce p ting the by
rectifier and picture tube. Composite video output of the
:amera system is dircdl caulcd ', the viewfinuer video
input. Operating power for the viewfinder is supplied by
the same line cord which powcs the camera.
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A-3
550 LINES
	
850 LINES	 900 LINES
450 LINES
	
650 LINES	 650 LINES
5110 LINES	 600 LINES	 I 650 LINES
VIDEO OUTPUTS
Dual outputs on rear of chassisf maxi mum of 2 volts
composite video with 75-ohm source termination; isola-
tion between outputs greater than 20 d8
SYNCHRONIZATION
Interlaced 1 2:1- scan patterns generated by optional
plug-In sync generators; 515-line per EIA Specification
RS-170; similar pulse trains provided by 729-line. 813-
line. and 945-line generators. Provision for connection
to external sync generators (refer to optional Drive-
Pulse Generator,
OC REGULATION
All do power electronically regulated
INPUT POWER REQUIREME4TS
1^5 . 13i; dclts, 5_. 4-0 Hz. apprxi ately 30 watts 142
watts with viewfinder. Available at additional cost
for 28-volt or 220-volt operation
EMI SUPPRESSION
F Iter suppresses ac line noise
REMOTE CONTROL
Connector on rear of chassis enclosu r e permits optional
remote control of beam, target, electrical focus. and
blanking level, 'oy optional remote control accessories
and canes
INTERCOM
Intercom lack Installed as standard equipment in view-
finder cameras; optional equipment in all other models
COMPONENT STABILIZATION
Age; by orerabon for a 	 mr°,um of 100 hours prior to
shipment
3200 SERIES SPECIFICATIONS
(Specifications herein apply to cameras equipped with type 8;0 vidicons. Camera performance may be limited by the
characteristics of the vidicon tube when equipped with other types.i
ELECTRICAL (Measured at 250C)
OVERALL SYSTEM BANDWIDTH 	 _ 10 MEGAHERTZ	 20 MEGAHERTZ (3204 SERIES)
SCANNING PATTERN 	 525-LINE	 729-LINE	 ' 873-LINE	 945-LINE
fFor all systems. 2:1 inter- 	 132(13 & 3205	 (3203 SERIES)
lace; vertical g eld fre•	 SERIES,
quency 60 Hz, vertical
frame frequency 30 Hz,
horizontal frequency
as shown)	 15.750 Hz
	 21.870 Hz	 26.190 Hz	 28,350 Hz
HORIZONTAL RESOLUTION
(at	 center	 of	 picture) 800 LINES
(at all lour corners) 650 LINES
VERTICAL RESOLUTION
(at center of picture) 350 LINES
LINEARITY AND DISTORTION
Combined ge(,metfic distortion and scan non-Imeanty
within 2%
SENSITIVITY
Produces usable picture with 0.1 footcandle of illumina-
tion on the vidicon face. ''eets stated resoluteon speci-
fications and provides all ten shades of gra; EIA
test pattern with linear gray scale with one footcandle
highlight illumination on the face of the vidicon
DIFFERENTIAL GAIN
_ess than 5`r differential gain chAorbon (black signal
gain relative to white signal gaini
AUTOMATIC TARGET
Fully automatic electronic control circuit providing
self adjustment of system ove r light level variations as
.e great as 3.000:1. with a video variation of less than 10
i refer to optional Automatic Peak-Video Control for
3205 series camerasi
WHITE PEAK CLIPPER
Ad;cstatle clipping circuit
APERTURE CORRECTION
Adjustable circuit providing 10 dB correction at overall
system bandwidth specified above
HIGH PEAKING
Acj ustao'e circa:;, separate from and independent of
aperture correction
KEYED CLAMP
Clamp pulses keyed to horizontal repetition rate reduce
hum, ripple, low frequency distortion; provide constant
black reference level
A-4
MENVIRONMENTAL
AMBIENT OPERATING TEMPERATURE
—20 C to+55 C , -4 F to 4131 F)
HUMI^ITY
Up to 95°,
MECHANICAL
LENS MOUNT
;tardard 15 -r- "C" mount
VIDICONS
Camera accepts al l standard-length v)dreons such as
the performance- spectied 8507, or the 7038. 77356.
4488 etc.
CIRCUIT CONSTRUCTION
All solid-state circuitry on etch boards which plug into
an interconnection board within the chassis compartment;
integrated c rants used in sync generator
CABLE CONNECTION
Video Out put —Q , BNC
)UHF on special order
Power Input and Remote Control —
Cannon FK-37.32S
CAMERA MOUNTING
Two'd'-20 mounting sockets in base of camera
DIMENSIONS
See D r.ensscnai Drawing on next page
WEIGHT (LESS VIEWFINDER)
18 Ibs net less lens,; 26 Ibs shipped
OPTIONS AND ACCESSORIES
AUTOMATIC PEAK VIDEO CONTROL
F.r use war. 525-hrie systems)
Model 3200. 500 Auto Peak-Video Control is a plug-)n
circuit assembly used in 3105 Series Film Chain
Cameras. The 3200-500 detects the peak wden amplitude
during a frame period. compares the peak with a preset
reference voltage. and amplifies the difference to con-
trol target potential. The detector is reset during
vertical blanking interval to insure instant response to
scene changes.	 ^ Requires 2484-600 for operation in
film chain ca m era syste,°_)
DRIVE PULSE GENERATOR
For use with 525-line systems
Model 3200.600 Dnve-Pulse Generator is a plug-)n
circuit assembly which accepts either sync or composite
video and furnishes all required pulses vertical and
h nzonlal drive. blanking and sync) to the camera system.
INPUT IMPEDANCE
- 10 k)lohms
INPUT SIGNAL
Co — poste video LOV to 1.4V or EIA Sync LOV to
to 4.OV peak-to-peak nominal
ENVIRONMENTAL
Temperature —20 C to +50 C (-4°F to+':2°F)
MOTORIZED LENS TURRET
A re7otely controllable motorized four-lens turret is
available as a factory-installed accessory.
MOTORIZED OPTICAL FOCUS
Motor driven positioning of the v)d)con and deflection-
coil assembly for remote control of optical focus is
availatle as a factrry-rrsta lled arressorv.
VIEWFINDER SPECIFICATIONS
(Automatic Peah-V deo Control, Onve-Pulse Generator.
and Sync Generator are mutually exclusive olug-)n 	 )For_se,v)th525-linesyste-s
nOh ins
FILM CAMERA CONTROL
r For use with 525-line systems)
Model 2484-600 adds required facilities to 3205 aeries
cameras for televising positive or negative motion picture
films or slides. This control provides vanzble gamma
and gain correction to compensate for film and kine-
scope characteristics. Other circuitry and controls
permit remote control of camera functions such as bea^
sensitivity, electric,! focus, blanking level. and power
line switching. A front-panel tally light is included.
The 3205 series film cambra incorporates video p olarity-
reversing circuitry which is relay-operated by the
POLARITY switch in the 2484-600.
VIEWFINDER RESOLUTION
+ .nzontal center. typ.cally .00 Ines
VIEWFINDER CIRCUIT CONSTRUCTION
All sr':d state except kinescope and b y rectifier
PICTURE TUBE
5" aluminized; 70 deflection
DIMENSIONS
See Dimensional Drawing on next page
WEIGHT )INCLUDING CAMERA)
30 Ibs net , less ens ; 43 Ibs shipped
A-5
Appendix B
SPECIFICATION SHEET FOR VIDEO DISC WuS RECORDER
B-i
ITZ"CEDiNG PAGE BLANK NGi FILMED.
ALL SOLID-STATE ELECTRONICS
With precision design of heads and disc, simplicity of mech-
anical design, and all solid-state electronics, the Videodisc
100S overcomes many of the problems associated with
electromechanical equipment. All electronics, with 	 r
the exception of powe r supp lies, are mounted on r
plug-in circuit boards easily accessible through a
hinged door at the rear of the Recorder. Repairs	 r -^
may be made quickly by board substitution. Con-
venient terminals are connected to key points in all
circuits to facilitate adjustment and trouble analysis.
SPECIFICATIONS
Frequency Response__ _10 Hz to 3 8 MHz - 3 dB Recording Modes Single Cycle. Update
(nef	 1 MHz) and Automatic
Signal/ Noise Ratio 40 dB or better Number of Frames— 400
Input Signal Level _ Composite. 0.5 V to 1.5 V. Single Frame
Input meter and level control Recordina Duration 33 milliseconds
provided on Recorder
Playback Frame Rate _Adjustable from O to better than
Input Impedance _ _ 75 ohms 30 frames per second
Output Sigral Level Composite adjustable from Recording (Auto)
0 5 V to 1.5 V. but normally Frame Rate Standard — 15 frames/second
set to 1.0 V. Optional 3 75 or 7.5
frames, second
Output Impedance 75 ohms
Power Requirements— 115 Vat 67 V-A, 60 Hz'. to
Recording Medium _ One 12-Inch disc 
Dimensions (Inches) -_ 17 W x 19 D x 7 H
Disc Rotation Single speed. 1800 RPM'
Mounting	 _._ Table top. equipment enclosed
Recording Track Width 0.004 Inch in cabinet with dust cover
Guardband 0 001 Inch Net Weight 40 Ibs.
Total Recording Duration Approximately 2c, seconds p p 11
Operating Modes Record. Playback. Reset ' Available In 50 Hz. 110 Vac or 230 Vac versions	 in
and EE which case disc rotations 1500 RPM
f) dmi
Data Memory, Inc. q 1400 Terra Bella Avenue q Mountain View, California 94040 q Tel: (415) 961-9440
V34Y 7/69
	 PRINTED IN U.S.A.
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Appendix C
SPECIFICATION SHEET FOR MIRATEL TU SERIES MONITORS
9is
C-1
-.:: CiNG P,,^cE B LANK NOT FILMED.
TU SERIES SPECIFICATIONS
ELECTRICAL
AC INPUT
TUBE SIZE
VIDEO INPUT
INPUT IMPEDANCE
DIFFERENTIAL GAIN
LOW FREQUENCY
RESPONSE
VIDEO BANDWIDTH
RESOLUTION
SYNCHRONIZATION
SYNC INPUT (EXTERI
LINEARITY
DC RESTORATION
105 to 135 volts, 60 cycles, 60 watts (nominal)
8" through 27"
0.25 tc 4.0 volts, composite P/P negative
g,eater than 15K ohms
less than 5% at 75 volts kinescope drive
60 cycle, 50/50 duty cycle square wave input, tilt is less
than 5% at the output for ALL settings of the contrast control
plus or minus 1 DB to 10 MC
800 lines center screen, 700 lines corner resolution
switch selectable — composite or driven
4AL)1.0 volts to 6.0 volts, negative
within 2% as measured with the standard EIA ball chart
and gratin g bar pattern
100% diode do restoration
LOW VOLTAGE POWER
SUPPLY	 electronically regulated over ac inputs from 105 to 135 volts
HIGH VOLTAGE POWER regulaticn within 1 KV for kinescope cathode currents in
SUPPLY	 the range of 0 to 300 microamps
Specifications subtect to change withoat notice
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MECHANICAL SPECIFICATIONS
Model Type H" W'
TU8C Custom 83/8" 81/2"
TU8M Cabinet 91/2" 91/2"
TU8R Rack (single) 83/4" 19"
TU8RT Rack (twin) 83/4" 19"
TU8RO Rack (scope) 834" 19"
TU8R0C Rack (scope) 18" 131,8"
TU14M Cabinet 145/8" 15"
TU14R Rack 153/4" 19"
TU14RC Rack (single) 10 112" 19"
--TU17M Cabinet 171/16" 173/e"
TU17R Rack 171/2" 19"
TU23M Cabinet 221/2" 231/8'
TU25 i Cabinet 221/2" 23?8"
TU27M Cabinet 255/16" 27"
'Dnnens,ons do not include Knobs. Feet and Handles
Specifications sublect to change without notice.
CONSTRUCTION
D° Net Wt. Ship. Wt.
17 1/4 " 27	 lbs. 35	 lbs.
18 1/2 " 35	 lbs. 42	 lbs.
18" 47	 lbs. 56	 lbs.
18" 68	 lbs. 77	 lbs.
17 t,z" 42	 lbs. 52	 lbs.
173/8 " 40	 lbs. 50	 lbs.
19" 65	 lbs. 75	 lbs.
18" 55	 lbs. 65	 lbs.
17 ,8" 57	 lbs. 67	 lbs.
20" 74	 lbs. 84	 lbs.
18" 56	 lbs. 66	 lbs.
21" 99	 lbs. 109	 lbs.
16 11/16 " 95	 lbs. 105	 lbs.
25" 110	 lbs. 120	 lbs.
All chassis are constructed of plated steel with silk screened designations. Cabinet and rack assem
blies are heavy gauge steel with removable front panel for ease in cleaning the kinescope and safety
glass. Cabinets and rack mounts are finished in UNCHROME gray vinyl. Special painting and/or
paint color are available on order. Yoke hanger mount avaiiable on 14" through 27" cabinets.
TRANSISTOR COMPLEMENT''
T1389	 — Video amplifier
Video emitter follower
Video emitter follower
Sync stripper
TA2529 —Video amplifier
Video output amplifier
Video output amplifier
2N1303 — Sync input
Vertical sync amplifier
Horizontal oscillator
Low voltage regulator
2N3567 — Vertical blanking amplifier
Vertical amplifier
Vertical amplifier
2N2646 — Vertical oscillator
21\13638 — Vertical amplifier
2N 1302 — Horizontal sync amplifier
2N1372 — Horizontal AFC amplifier
2N3730 — Horizontal driver
Low voltage regulator
Vertical deflection amplifier
21\1441	 — Low voltage regulator
2N3731 — Horizontal deflection amplifier
Horizontal deflection amplifier
0 3A3 	 — High voltage rectifier tube
CONTROLS and ADJUSTMENTS
Front Panel	 on / off. contrast. bright
ness, horizontal hold, ver
kcal hold. focus, height,
width, underscan switch
Rear Apron	 — video terminate switch,
int/ext sync switch, fuse
Chassis Top	 — horizontal linearity, width
range
Modules
Horizontal	 — horizontal frequency
Vertical — vertical frequency, verti-
cal drive. top I.nearity.
linearity
Video	 — high frequency peaking
Power Supply — low voltage adjustment
KINESCOPES
8HP4	 — TU8C, T1_18M, TU8R. TU8RT
146AP-1 — TU14RC
14WP4 — TU14M. TU14R
17BJP4 — TU17R. TU17M
238TP4 — TU23M
25KP4 — TU2-"!
27VP4 — T1_12710
1 3onded faceplate k-o scopes are standard
on the 23" and 25" monitors and are avail
able on special order for all other sizes
except the 27".
3600 RICHARDSON STREET, NEW BRIGHTON	 ^E/	 ST. PAUL, MINNESOTA 55112 1 633-1742
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